Two Baskets of Figs and the Wine Cup of God’s Wrath
Jeremiah 24-26

24:1-10 Two Baskets of Figs

25:1-14 Seventy Years of Desolation and Astonishment

25:15-38 The Wine Cup of the LORD’s Fury

26:1-24 One Prophet Spared/One Prophet Slain
JEREMIAH 24
Two Baskets of Figs

Historical Setting---v. 1

Two Baskets of Figs----vv. 2-3

Explanation of the Baskets of Figs---vv. 4-10

The Good Figs---vv. 4-7

The Bad Figs---vv. 8-10
Jeremiah 24---Good Figs and Bad Figs

24:4-7 Good Figs

24:8-10 Bad Figs
JEREMIAH 26
One Prophet Spared/One Prophet Slain

Historical Setting---v.1a

The LORD’s Word to Judah---vv. 1b-6

The People’s Response: Jeremiah shall surely die! vv. 7-11

Jeremiah’s defense---vv. 12-15

Fickle hearts turned---vv. 16-19

Death of Urijah the Prophet---vv. 20-23

Jeremiah’s ally-protector---v. 24
MAJOR THRUSTS of Jeremiah’s message to Judah

During Josiah’s Reign: You are sinners; therefore, REPENT.

Obey: be forgiven. Disobey: be judged.

(Chapter 21: past the Point of No Return)

Post-Josiah: Since you did not REPENT, captivity to Babylon will occur; therefore, SUBMIT.

(Many did not submit, and died—ch. 21—and some others were deported to Babylon.)

During Exile: WAIT for God’s deliverance, returning you back to the Promised Land after 70 years.
JEREMIAH 25

70 Years of Desolation and Astonishment :1-14

:1 Historical Setting

:2-7 Refusal to Listen to God's Word
   Note vv. 3, 4, 7 and 8

:8-11 Consequences of Disobedience
   Note the LORD as subject: “I will . . . “

:12-14 God punishes the evil punisher (Babylon)

Judgment on all the nations :15-38

:15-16 God's Instructions on Jeremiah

:17-26 Jeremiah Obeys God's Instructions

:27-38 God's Explanation of His Judgment